Osteospermum ‘Summersmile Yellow’
Osteospermum ecklonis
Key Benefits

Full Sun

‘Summersmile Yellow’ has impressive large and uniform flowering blooms.
As well as a magnificent garden plant, it is an excellent container plant
and flowers for many months of the year. The Summersmile Series are
heat tolerant and drought resistant. It has natural branching where blooms
are in abundance. The flowers close in the evening, reopening again early
morning. To encourage new flowers regular deadheading is recommended
along with a light summer pruning.
Origin

Good Garden Loam
Incorporate Compost

Pots & Hanging
Baskets

15 cm

25 cm
Wear gloves and
wash hands after
gardening

Look for this plant in all good
garden nurseries.
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For many years since the first plant hunters brought plants of the species
Osteospermums back to Europe. They have been grown and hybridized by
plant collectors and breeders.
Uses

Sunny gardens and most soil types suit the ‘Summersmile’. They are
profuse flowering plants for colour bedding in spring and summer gardens.
Planted either alone or in drifts where the various colours blend together
they stand out whilst in flower.
CARE

Most daisies need attention to get the best results from them. With the
prolific flowering of Summersmile, extra nutrition is needed. Prepare the
soil in the garden bed by digging to loosen the garden, incorporate compost
and a dressing of blood and bone. In dry periods water weekly. Once
flowering has begun liquid fertilizing is beneficial. If you want to bring
the plant into flower the following season a light prune once the flower has
finished and a dressing of a complete fertilizer will be needed. There are
few insect pests other than an occasional grub which are controlled easily
by picking them off.
Another super selection from Aussie Winners.

